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 The purpose of this thesis is to design a robust test facility for a small space 

nuclear power system and model its physical behavior under different scenarios.  The test 

facility will be used to simulate a 1-10kWe nuclear reactor, its electrical generation, and 

heat removal capabilities.  This simulator will be used to explore, test and understand the 

steady-state and transient operation capabilities of small space nuclear power systems.  

Currently, the system is planned to operate on a variable, electrical heat source directly 

connected to heat pipes.  The heat pipes are to be stainless steel with a water working 

fluid.  These heat pipes will then be connected to a power conversion simulator or actual 

power conversion technologies.  The power conversion simulator is connected to a 

radiator using a water based heat pipe network using fins and connecting plates in a 

cylindrical geometry. 

 Modeling of the facility was performed using two different analysis programs, 

STELLA and SolidWorks.  STELLA was used as a lumped sum heat transport code, and 

SolidWorks was used as a more accurate system to verify the validity of STELLA’s 

results.  Both programs were used to analyze startup, heat pipe failures, and loss of power 



 

 

 

 

conversion with the end goal of finding safe operational transient scenarios for the 

transient test facility.
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Modeling and Analysis of a Heat Transport Transient Test Facility for 

Space Nuclear Systems 
 

1. Introduction 

 Nuclear power for space application is not a new idea.  Both Russian and U.S. 

scientists have done extensive research on space nuclear power and propulsion.  A 

significant amount of their research, testing, and operations have been focused on liquid 

metal cooled reactors.  These liquid metal cooled reactors generally use a pump designed 

to keep the coolant circulating in a loop.  Normally this type of design would be 

acceptable, but when used in space such complicated designs can limit operating life. 

 More recent designs tend to use systems that depend on passive cooling 

technology and principles.  Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators (RTGs) are a good 

example as these thermoelectric systems have proven to be dependable for long term 

operations.  The reason for this dependability is because these systems use the 

thermoelectric effect to generate electricity, which is based solely on the material 

properties of two dissimilar materials, and systems using this concept need no moving 

parts.  Recent designs that do use dynamic cooling to get increased energy conversion 

efficiency tend to use Stirling engines.  This is because newer Stirling engines are 

designed to have only one moving part and have been tested for long term use.  Other 

systems investigated recently consider heat pipe based cooling systems over pumped 

loops.  Heat pipes have already been incorporated into radiators of satellites and space 

probes, but the radiator sizes will be much larger for nuclear power systems. 
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 One major part of the design verification stage for any system to be developed for 

space is the application of a test rig for stress tests and to detect operational problems 

before building a full prototype system or facility.  A test rig for nuclear systems uses an 

alternate heat source in place of nuclear fuel and needs to be flexible enough to simulate 

various different types of failures and transient conditions.  Most testing facilities use 

materials and technologies as close as possible to the actual ones to be used in the target 

design.  This thesis describes the design and expected operation of a test facility for 1 to 

10 kWe space nuclear power systems using heat pipe technology.  For this test facility 

most of the system materials will be the same as what would be used in the reference 

design with a few exceptions.  It will also use an energy conversion simulator instead of 

actual energy conversion devices to enable design and operational flexibility. 

 To assess the validity of such a test facility computer modeling of transient cases 

was performed.  This study used two computer codes, Solidworks
1
 and STELLA

2
, to 

generate results from a number of identified potential transient cases.  Solidworks was 

used with its Flow Simulation add-in to obtain steady state conditions and to assess 

various transient conditions.  STELLA was used to model system startup and several 

transient scenarios. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Historical and Present Full Design Examples 

 Extensive studies have been conducted over the years to qualify nuclear systems 

as safe for space operation.  Initially, the reactors designed for space usage were very 

similar to experimental terrestrial reactor designs of the time.  The SNAP program in the 

U.S. is a good example.  The Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) program 

developed two types of nuclear systems.  Odd numbered SNAP designs were built around 

radioactive decay, while even number designs were built around nuclear fission.  The 

even number designs as released to the public were 2, 4, 8, and 10A
3
.  The odd number 

missions were based around the radioactive decay of Pu 238 and used thermoelectrics for 

energy conversion.  SNAP 3, 9, 19, and 27 were all flown and 3, 19, and 27 were 

successful in their missions
2 

but are not as relevant to this thesis as the even numbered 

SNAP fission reactor designs. 

 SNAP 2 was an experimental reactor built around a Uranium Oxide – Zirc 

Hydride fuel enriched to 93%.  It used a eutectic sodium potassium alloy, NaK-78, as the 

coolant and utilized a reflector to reduce the necessary fuel mass.  The reflector was 

Beryllium and Graphite along with a stainless steel containment structure.  All of this was 

joined to a Mercury Rankine-Cycle turbine for electricity generation.  SNAP 4 was 

identical to the SNAP 2 design, but with a light water working fluid to the turbine instead 

of a Mercury one.  SNAP 2 and 4 were used as scoping tests for future designs, such as 

SNAP 8, and 10A
3
.  The results of the SNAP 2 and 4 tests proved the use of the NaK 
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coolant and reactor, and demonstrated the superiority of the Mercury based working fluid 

system. 

 SNAP 8 was the second design iteration based on SNAP 2.  It had the same fuel, 

coolant, and generator, but the reflector did not have graphite.  SNAP 8 was operated for 

500 days and at power well above 400kWt for 365 days
4
. 

Table 1 SNAP 8 Test Data Taken from Atomics International's Report2 

 

Operating Conditions

Thermal Power Level 600 kwt

Coolant Outlet Temperature 1300 F

Coolant Inlet Temperature 1100 F

Coolant Outlet Pressure 37 psa

Coolant inlet Pressure 39 psia

Coolant Sodium-Potssium

Eutectic Alloy (NaK-78)

Fure Elements

Number 211

Fuel Material Hydride Uranium-

Zirconium Alloy

Uranium Content 10 wt%

Hydrogen Content 6x10^22 atoms per sm^3

Cladding Material .01in thick Hastelloy-N

Fuel Element OD .56in

Fuel Element Length 14.5in

Core Vessel

Material SS 316

Inside Diameter 9.214in

Length 21in

Thickness .07in

Reflector

Material Anodized Beryllium

Nmber of Drums 6

Length 14.5in

Thickness 5in

S8ER Design Data
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The results demonstrated confidence in the reactor design but a few minor modifications 

were implemented for SNAP 10A
2
. 

 SNAP 10A was the culmination of all the research done on the previous SNAP 

reactors.  It used the same type of core as previous even SNAP reactors, but it did not use 

a dynamic power converter like in previous even numbered SNAP systems. Instead 10A 

used thermoelectrics as developed for the odd numbered system designs
3
.  Unlike SNAP 

2, 4, and 8, SNAP 10A eventually was fully flight tested and launched into space where it 

operated for 43 days before suffering an electrical fault and automatically shut down.  

SNAP 10A stands as the only known nuclear reactor launched into space by the U.S. 

 Another interesting reactor design which is particularly relevant to this thesis is 

the Heat Pipe Cooled Fast Reactor developed by Argonne National Laboratory in the late 

1960’s
5
.  This system was designed to use heat pipes in its radiator and core, a novel 

concept at the time.  The core was designed to be a highly reflected, highly enriched, fast 

spectrum system.  It was very ahead of its time and used techniques that are only now 

being implemented into modern systems.  Figure 1 shows the core design with its top 

down control rod and traditional cylindrical shape. 
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Figure 1 Section View of Example Fast Reactor 

Most of the ideas from the reactor concept have become integral to more recent designs.  

Heat pipes are used in the core and not just in the radiator array, thermoelectric 

conversion systems are used for passive and dependable energy conversion, and a small 

highly reflected reactor core is intended to last for decades. 

 Not all space nuclear research was done by the U.S.  In fact, the Russian space 

agency has much more experience in launching nuclear reactors to space.  A CIA report 

written in 1991, and released in a sanitized version in 2000, details the development of 

Soviet Russia’s space nuclear capability
6
.  Russia started with its own Radioisotope 

Thermoelectric Generators (RTG) and developed more complex reactors with dynamic 

power conversion capabilities.  From what was revealed in 1991, the Russians focused on 

a Brayton cycle power conversion system for its dynamic power conversion research.  

However, no reference is given for heat pipe power transfer systems.  Instead bulky heat 

exchangers and liquid metal or gas coolants were suggested.  A reactor in this style called 

Yenisey did work and was given the official name of TOPAZ-II when it was released to 
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the public in 1990 by Ponomarev-Stepnoy
6
.  Based on this document, most Russian 

research was focused on thermionic energy conversion. 

 Recent U.S. designs tend to be centered around a 1 to 10 kWe power production 

goal, in the hope to fill the power gap between what RTG’s can efficiently provide and 

the desired power levels for more detailed instrument capabilities in future space 

exploration missions.  The Safe Affordable Fission Power Engine (SAFE) tests were 

meant to help prove the feasibility of fission power systems for space.  None of them 

reached a full nuclear powered test phase, but some, such as SAFE-30, were thermally 

tested using electrical heaters.  They were operated at varying power levels to test the 

abilities of certain sub systems.  The power levels were 30 W, 300 W, and 400 W with 

the names of SAFE-30 SAFE-300 SAFE-400 respectively
7,8,9

.  These systems utilized a 

pin based core cooled by heat pipes, usually with a sodium working fluid.  All of them 

were put through a rigorous thermal and neutronic computer analysis before testing
10

. 

  

Figure 2 Safe-30 Test Rig being tested at MSFC 

Figure 2 is the Safe-30 test picture taken from its thermal testing results document
7
.  It 

shows pin graphite heaert rods in the fuel pin slots and heat pipes removing heat from the 

simulated fuel pins. 
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2.2 Heat Pipe Overview 

 Heat pipes are a fairly recent discovery which has greatly helped the space 

industry and as a byproduct the computer industry. Initial heat pipes were developed in 

the late 1800’s and were rough tools that did not have much use
11

. Because early space 

based systems required massive radiators to conduct heat out from a source, or in from 

the sun, a potential use for the heat pipes was found.  To reduce the size and weight of 

these radiators, research into using latent heat and convection in a conduction 

environment was done, resulting in this special application for heat pipes.   In the 1960’s, 

heat pipes were developed for space use in satellites and other systems at Los Alamos 

National Lab
11

.  The computer industry later took this now well developed technology 

and applied it to their rapidly growing need for heat transport in small personal 

computers
11

. 

Heat pipes are a very efficient and nearly isothermal heat transport system
11

.  Heat 

pipes accomplish this by exploiting the concept of latent heat of vaporization and 

condensation.  Latent heat is defined to be the amount of heat energy, in Joules, required 

to change the state of a material.  For instance a water heat pipe boils water on one end at 

the operating temperature.  At the operating temperature the water does not increase in 

temperature as heat is added, instead it undergoes phase change into water vapor.  This 

phase change generates a pressure differential between the hot and cold ends of the heat 

pipe and the vapor surges to the cold side. 

 Once the vapor reaches the cold end of the heat pipe it condenses into liquid but 

ideally stays at the operating temperature.  If the system is operating properly only the 

amount of heat required to boil the water is transferred to the cold side and the water 
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migrates back to the hot side using capillary or gravity assistance.  Some heat pipes are 

design to use gravity assistance with the liquid’s movement back to the hot side by 

placing the hot side under the cold side in reference to the gravitational pull, but systems 

in space do not have that luxury.  Instead, purely capillary forces are used to transport the 

working fluid back to the hot side along a mesh.  The mesh can be anything from a 

simple straight grove along the inside of the pipe, or a porous medium with multiple 

levels.  Even though capillary forces are really weak, they are still able to transfer fluid 

and energy much faster than conduction in most materials.  Thus, a heat pipe will almost 

invariably out perform a purely conductive material in a direct comparison of their heat 

transport capabilities. 

 Heat pipes have several different working fluids and applications.  Table 2 lists 

examples of different working fluids and their operating temperatures. 

Table 2 Heat Pipe Working Fluids from Heat Pipes 5th ed10. 

 

Medium Melting Point [C] Boiling Point at 1 atm [C] Operational Range [C]

Ammonia -78 -33 -60 t 100

Acetone -95 57 0 to 120

Methanol -98 64 10 to 130

Ethanol -112 78 0 to 140

Water 0 100 30 to 200

Toluene -95 110 50 to 200

Dowtherm A 12 257 150 to 350

Mercury -39 361 250 to 650

Ceasium 29 670 450 to 900

Potassium 62 774 500 to 1000

Sodium 98 892 600 to 1200

Lithium 179 1340 1000 to 1800

Silver 960 2212 1800 to 2300

Heat Pipe Working Fluids
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These working fluids can be used in different applications.  For instance, sodium would 

likely be used to cool a nuclear reactor because its higher operational temperatures would 

enable more efficient power conversion, while materials ranging from ammonia to water 

might be used in electronics for their ability to keep components of the system very cold.  

The mid-range working fluids could also be used in a radiator.  Radiators are used in 

everything from space probes to air conditioning units.  In space, a radiator heat pipe 

might take on the form of figure 3 with multiple such heat pipes grouped together to 

make an array in a flat plane form, or other shape, based on the craft’s design. 

 

Figure 3 One Type of Space Based Radiator Heat Pipe from Heat Pipes 5th ed10. 

 In contrast to the data included in Table 2
11

, a recent report by NASA Glenn 

Research Center has demonstrated that high temperature water heat pipes are feasible up 

to and around 600K
12

, as shown in Figure 4.  There is some loss of efficiency because the 

casing needs to be thicker to accommodate the high pressure of the working fluid, but this 

can be overcome or accounted for in the final facility design.  Additionally the recent 

DUFF experiment, conducted by Los Alamos National Laboratory and Glenn Research 
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Center, showed the usefulness of these heat pipes in a nuclear reactor system, and that 

they can be operated well within acceptable heat transfer and safety limits
12

. 

 

Figure 4 Water Heat Pipe Operational Limits 

2.3 Simulating Using SolidWorks 

 SolidWorks models have been used in the engineering field since it was launched 

in the 1990’s.  However the SolidWorks simulation package reached maturity in the late 

2000’s.  It is now both a solid 3D Computer Aided Design (CAD) program and finite 

element heat and fluid flow simulator.  Flow Simulation is the relevant program package 

add-in for the analysis of heat flow and material movement and is very user friendly to 

newcomers to the simulation field in comparison to more traditional CFD programs.  

Flow Simulation works by first having the user define materials in a 3D rendering.  Then 

the user defines a problem’s boundary conditions of varying forms: fluid flow, pressure, 
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temperature, radiation etc.  Heat sinks and sources can also be added along with various 

different objects like heat pipes and fans.  Once the model is fully defined, time, iteration 

or predefined parameter convergence control criteria for the simulation are inputted by 

the user and a mesh refinement level is chosen before running the analysis.  Once the 

analysis is finished, the data can be analyzed using cut plots, surface parameters, volume 

parameters, and goals to name a few.  Cut plot slice the model in a 2D plane to give the 

temperature profiles at a single instance in the simulation.  Volume and surface 

parameters output data for specific properties, temperature, power, etc., associated with 

volumes or surfaces chosen by the user.  Goals are minimum, maximum, and average 

values for similar properties of volumes and surfaces, collected while the simulation is 

running. 

 Researchers have used SolidWorks as a CAD system only and imported their data 

to other systems for analysis.  The work ‘A CFD simulation process for fast reactor fuel 

assemblies’ by Kurt D. Hamman, Ray A. Berry showed SolidWorks being used as the 3D 

model generator while two other systems were used for the meshing and finite element 

analysis
13

.  

 Other research, such as ‘The predictive power of SIMION/SDS simulation 

software for modeling ion mobility spectrometry instruments’ by Hanh Lai, Timothy R. 

McJunkinb, Carla J. Millerc, Jill R. Scott, and José R. Almirall, shows the practical use of 

SolidWorks’ inherent simulation methods
14

.  They used FloWorks, instead of Flow 

Simulation, to find the gas flow inside their instrument, as shown in Figure 6. Then they 

exported the flow velocity and trajectory data from FloWorks to SIMION for ion reaction 

simulation. 
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Figure 5 Three-dimensional SolidWorks model of the PCP Phemto Chem 110 IMS instrument with COSMOS 

FloWorks gas flow trajectories. (Hanh) 

2.4 Simulating Using STELLA 

 STELLA is an object oriented flow and stock based system
2
.  This means that it 

can be used to model heat flow through objects, radiation decay chains, and chemical 

equilibrium as some examples.  It does this by defining component flows, reservoirs, 

converters and other objects.  The flows are inputs and outputs to and from reservoirs at 

rates defined by the user in equation form and can be dependent on other objects in the 

system, like reservoirs and converters.  Converters are used as altering devices for flows, 

by making the equations for the flows dependent upon a converter, and system variable 

holders.  Reservoirs act as simple reservoirs of data for a particular point in time, or time 

delay conveyors of data.  Once the user has built the model and inputted the various 

different dependencies, the simulation can be run out to a maximum of 32,000 time steps 

using Forward Euler, Runge-Kutta 2, or Runge-Kutta 4 iteration methods.  The results 

can then be exported or collected in a local table or graph. 
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 In ‘Modeling ecological and economic systems with STELLA: Part III’ and 

‘Modeling ecological and economic systems with STELLA: Part II’ some fairly complex 

economic and ecological systems are modeled
15,16

.  Figure 7 shows examples of how a 

simple STELLA model might look.  The top example is depletion from an initial value in 

the square reservoir by the outward flow.  The circles connected to the flow by arrows are 

converters.  Arrows directly connect two components together and for this signify that the 

flow is dependent upon the three converters.  The bottom example is more complicated 

example with inflow and outflow to and from the reservoir. 

 

Figure 6 Example STELLA Systems 

These studies are fairly basic and really just introduce STELLA to the interested reader.  

Another study called ‘Modeling the mechanisms for uptake and translocation of dioxane 
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in a soil-plant ecosystem with STELLA’, which models the flow of dioxane in a plant, is 

more in-depth
17

.  This study develops a highly coupled system for chemical transport and 

shows the feasibility of using STELLA for more complex systems.  As seen in Figure 8.  

These examples suggest that STELLA could be an appropriate program for use in a heat 

transfer transient analysis model. 

 

Figure 7 A Complex STELLA Transport Model17 
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2.5 Reference Design 

 The reference design for this study is a 1 to 10 kWe reactor potentially using the 

new U10Mo plate fuel being developed at INL in the Reduced Enrichment for Research 

and Test Reactors (RERTR) program
18

.  The reference design was developed in a joint 

effort by the NASA Glenn and Marshall Research Center and the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory
19

.  The design uses stainless steel heat pipes with a sodium working fluid 

embedded in a highly enriched and reflected U10Mo fueled core with thermoelectrics or 

stirling engines for power conversion and a water heat pipe based radiator array.  This 

layout takes the previously successfully tested systems and incorporates them all into one 

design with a great potential for success.   

 Figure 9 gives a good example of the potential final product, but future revisions 

are still possible.  An example core is shown in Figure 9 with 18 heat pipes from the core, 

one center control rod, and a 30cm in diameter radial reflector.  The example end product 

in Figure 9 has the core situated above a neutron shield.  Heat pipes from the core go 

through the shield and are then attached to an energy conversion device.  After the 

electricity is produced, the excess heat is radiated to space via the cylindrical heat pipe 

radiator. 
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Figure 8 Example Core and Assembly for the Kilowatt Class FPS 

3. System Overview and Design 

 The goal of the transient test facility is to simulate the behavior of a space nuclear 

reactor’s heat removal, and power conversion transport systems.  Such a system 

traditionally includes a heat removal system from the core to the energy converters and 

from the converters to a radiator array.  This particular system will focus on heat pipes as 

the heat transport mechanism from the core and along the radiator.  The core and energy 

conversion system will be simulated using heaters and heat exchangers respectively 

instead of a nuclear reactor and energy converters.  The actual materials of the system 
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will be kept as close to the reference design as possible and therefore will be made of 

stainless steel 316 (SS316). 

 The core will be simulated using electrical heater rods inserted into a solid 

stainless steel 316 cylinder.  This cylinder will have eight holes for heaters and eight 

holes for heat pipes.  The idea behind such a core simulator is to provide an adjustable 

heat profile while still keeping it simpler than an actual core.  It will also be divided into 

wedges for ease of use in changing equipment out.  Heat pipes will carry heat between 

the core simulator and the energy conversion simulator.  These heat pipes will ideally be 

water based for safety reasons and capable of a wide range of power loads.  The energy 

conversion simulator, or ECS, will also be constructed of SS 316 and composed of 

wedges held together by a band.  It will also have tubes allowing the flow of a separate 

fluid, possibly water, to remove an equivalent amount of heat to simulate heat conversion 

by a thermoelectric device or Stirling engine.  Various power conversion system 

efficiencies could be altered by changing the flow rate to the ECS. 

 A radiator array will be cylindrical in shape and capable of fitting into a vacuum 

chamber.  Future work may find that the radiator array may need a simulation system 

attached to it to decrease its length.  Between the radiator’s heat pipes will be fins to 

increase the surface area of the array.  The whole system will rest on a thermally 

nonconductive saddle that will hold it in place at the key load points at the core, ECS, and 

end of the radiator.  Ideally the system would be set on a rail that would allow the system 

to enter into a vacuum chamber allowing for quick removal and insertion.  The vacuum 

chamber could also be equipped to tilt, and therefore increase the gravitational effect on 

the operational heat pipes and therefore test the system under different gravity conditions. 
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3.1 The Core Simulator 

 To simulate the core of the reference design, electrical heaters will be used to 

approximate the heat effects of a nuclear core.  For the transient test facility, the main 

goal is to simulate the general effects of accidents or transients on the heat transport 

system used to remove the heat from the core and generate electricity.  Thus, the exact 

temperature distribution as imparted by the geometry of a particular nuclear core is not 

necessary, but general axial and radial characteristics should be maintained.  This facility 

is instead developed around a completely operational core and does not concern itself 

over geometry induced neutron based accidents in the core.  However, it will still be able 

to model basic heat transients in the core, such as power overheat and control rod 

insertion. 

 

Figure 9 The stainless steel core simulator. 
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Figure 10 Core Dimensions [cm]. 

 Figure 10 displays the core simulator with the smaller holes representing the slots 

for heater rods at 1cm in diameter while the large holes are for the heat pipes at 1.5cm in 

diameter.  A large central hole was included since many actual nuclear systems have one 

central control rod that is removed on startup.  The whole cylinder is 6cm in diameter and 

10cm in length.  Figure 11 includes the dimensions of many of the features of the core 

simulator. 

3.1.1 Heater Types and Models 

 As stated in the previous section the core will be electrically heated with heaters 

instead of actual nuclear fuel.  Because of the shape of the system, the heater selection 

will be limited to cylindrical heaters.  They will also need to reach upwards of 1000K 

without failing and still produce a stable amount of power.  An example of a 

commercially available heater is the FIREROD
®
 from WATLOW

®
.  The FIREROD is an 
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Incoloy sheathed cartridge heater capable of reaching up to a maximum temperature of 

around 1000 K, and a maximum power output of 50 W/cm
2
.  Table 4 lists a few other 

companies which may be able to meet the design requirements of the test facility.  Table 

4 does not show the exact operating powers because most companies create unique 

heaters to their customer’s design specifications.  For instance, if the system runs at 

2000W overall, or 250W per heater, then a heater surface heat flux of at least 8 W/cm
2 

will be needed from each of the heaters. 

Table 3 Example Cartridge Heater Manufacturers. 

Company Max Temperature (K)

WATLOW 298-1000

Omega To customer spec.

TEMPCO 298-1000

Chromaloy To customer spec.

Fastheat 298-1000

Marathon heater 298-1000

Thermal Corp. To customer spec.

Cartridge Heaters

 

 For the first iteration of this facility the heater specifications have been chosen as 

follows: 1cm diameter, 10cm length, a peak heat flux of at least 8 W/cm
2
, and a melting 

temperature around 1600 K.  These specifications will allow for core power ranges of 0 

to 2000 W and potential operational temperatures of up to 1000 K.  Most of the 

companies listed in Table 3 can meet this requirement, so multiple options will be 

available for the future detailed design of the test facility. 

3.1.2 Material and Geometry Choices for the Core Simulator 

The core simulator is designed to be stainless steel to keep the same general axial 

profile of a nuclear core without actually building a nuclear core.  Some standard 
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stainless steels to work with are grades SS 304, SS 316, and SS 321.  SS 304 is the 

cheapest and easiest to work with, but SS316 is usually the ideal working steel for many 

nuclear reactors because it is relatively cheap, easy to work, and radiation swelling 

resistant.  Several studies were conducted to evaluate the swelling resistance of various 

stainless steels, including the work of F. A. Garner
20

.  Garner along with his associates, 

specifically examined the irradiation induced swelling behavior of various steels formed 

by cold working, hot working and rolling. 

 

Figure 11 Radiation Swelling of Various SS 

 Their results shown in Figure 6 demonstrated the value of using SS316 is often 

used as an internal lining in large nuclear reactors.  SS316 shows much less swelling than 

the more common SS304 while still being fairly cheap to make.  Thus, any eventual 

space probes developed using the transient test facility will probably be built mainly from 

SS316.  A desire to keep the test results as close to the likely end product is why the test 
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facility will be composed of SS316 and its material properties used in any modeling 

done. 

 The choice for a cylindrical shape is again determined by the probable systems 

the transient test facility will simulate.  This cylindrical shape will provide an axial 

temperature profile similar to that of a nuclear reactor.  The decision to use wedges, as 

shown in Figure 12, instead of a solid cylinder, was based around reducing the problems 

of removing failed components and swapping out different parts between tests.  This also 

allows the transient test facility to perform stress tests on some core components without 

building an entirely new facility. 

 

Figure 12 Core Wedge 

The center of the core simulator is left as a void because most systems based on this 

design have a center control rod that is removed at startup leaving a void.  Figure 13 

shows the core simulator attached to the entire system. 
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Figure 13 Full System 

3.2 Core to Converter Heat Transfer System 

 The reference design makes use of a heat pipe based heat transfer system from its 

core to the energy conversion system.  To simulate this, the transient test facility will also 

use heat pipes for its heat transfer from the core simulator.  For the purpose of the 

computer simulations eight heat pipes have been chosen of the same size and shape as the 

reference design heat pipes. 

 Other than the use, size, and general number of heat pipes, the transient test 

facility will not follow the reference design’s exact specifications.  Water based heat 

pipes will be used instead of sodium heat pipes.  Due to the physical properties of water, 

these heat pipes will operate around 500 to 600 K instead of the reference design’s 1000 

K sodium heat pipes.  New, small, water-based heat pipes have recently been tested at the 

NASA Glenn Research Center, as mentioned in the DUFF experiment in section 2.2, for 

this operating range and would be ideal for this facility.  In order to work, these heat 

pipes have to be able to operate at high pressures, much higher than the sodium heat 

pipes of the reference space reactor design.  Thus, the walls will be thicker and the heat 

pipe will be less efficient due to the higher temperature gradients across the thick wall of 

Core Simulator 
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the pipe.  However, when tested against alternative working fluids in the same 

operational range the water heat pipes were judged to have performed in a satisfactory 

manner
21

.  The structural materials for the heat pipes will be SS 316 with a steel mesh 

wick to provide liquid transport inside the pipe.  The exact specifications of these heat 

pipes are shown in Table 4.  Figure 14 shows the heat pipes connected in the entire 

system. 

Table 4 Heat Pipe Specifications 

 

 

Figure 14 Full System 

3.3 Variable Efficiency Energy Conversion System 

 The variable efficiency Energy Conversion System (ECS) is as its name suggests, 

an energy conversion system to simulate energy lost through conversion to electricity at 

different efficiencies by a variable heat removal system, potentially using water as a 

working fluid.  A water-based ECS would have water enter at a constant temperature and 

Length 80cm

Radius .735cm

Wick SS 316 Artery or Powder

Void Volume 40%

Temperature Range 423 - 600 K

Heat Pipe Specifications

Core Heat Removal 

Heat Pipes 
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exit at the desired temperature to simulate the appropriate amount of heat converted to 

electricity in the converter.  Adjusting the flow rate and pressure of the ECS would 

provide the desired variance in the heat absorbed.  Ideally, the heat removed could be 

kept at a constant percentage of the system’s heat.  This would allow for an accurate 

estimate of the effects that a real energy converter would have on the system.  For 

instance a 2000 W system with 10% desired removal would have 200 W removed at 

startup, but potentially less during a transient scenario.  An example of such a system 

with 2.2cm diameter and 1m long piping is shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15 ECS with Water Transport Option 

 

This proposed flow system is rather complex and will eventually need to be tested before 

use in the facility.  For modeling purposes, the exact details of the heat removal from the 

system are unimportant because the system only sees heat being removed.  To simplify 

the model a simple heat sink boundary condition with the desired amount of heat removal 

can be used instead. 

 Similar to the core simulator, the ECS will be divided into easy to manage wedges 

which will be held together by a barrel strap.  When these wedges are assembled they 
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take on the form as seen in Figure 16, a cylinder with holes for the incoming heat pipes, 

heat sink, and radiator. 

 

Figure 16 ECS Final Version 

 

This division of the system will allow troubleshooting and analysis of the system.  The 

ECS will also be made out of SS 316 for the same reasons the core simulator is to be 

made of SS 316.  Figure 17 shows the ECS assembled with the rest of the system. 
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Figure 17 Full System 

3.4 Radiator Array 

 In the reference design, the radiator array is conical in shape because it is the most 

efficient shape for a radiator of this type.  For the transient test facility the conical shape 

will be replaced by a cylindrical one which will be easier to construct and use with the 

other equipment in the system.  One potentially negative aspect of the cylindrical shape is 

that it likely will be longer than the conical shaped radiator array.  The materials for the 

array will otherwise be almost identical to an array that could be used in space.  It will be 

composed of SS 316 heat pipes of the same design as the core to ECS heat pipes but will 

operate in the range of 400 to 500 K instead of around 500 to 600 K.  Between the heat 

pipes there will be SS 316 fins to increase the surface area of the radiator and reduce its 

overall size.  Figure 18 is an example of the full system with a radiator array attached. 

Energy Conversion 

Simulator 
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Figure 18 Full System 

4. STELLA Model and SolidWorks Model 

4.1 Objectives and Bounds of the Simulations 

4.1.1 Objectives 

 The purpose of a transient test facility is to test the transient behavior of a target 

facility or concept.  The present facility is focused around testing heat pipes and their 

capability to adapt to accident scenarios.  It would be incredibly expensive to build this 

facility without first testing to see if it would work as desired.  Thus, modeling programs 

are used to get an estimate of how the facility will react during transient tests.  STELLA 

and SolidWorks are the particular programs of choice for this thesis.  The end goal of the 

simulations covered in this thesis is to obtain reliable data that will validate the 

functionality of a transient test facility as described in section 3. 

 

Heat Pipe Radiator 

With Fins 
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4.1.2 Bounds of the Simulations 

 All machines have operational limits determined by their material properties and 

component tolerances.  The transient test facility is no different and the results of the 

simulations will be evaluated within the test facilities’ operational limits.  Possibly the 

most important is the temperature limits of the heat pipe.  Any heat pipe used will have a 

lower and upper bound as its operational range.  Below the operational temperature range 

no damage to the system is likely to occur, but the heat pipes will not function.  Above 

the upper bound of the operational temperature the heat pipes can overheat and burst.  

Another operational limit is the melting temperature of the key components in the system.  

If a sizable fraction of the melting point is achieved (approximately 70 percent) there will 

be potentially permanent damage to the facility.  Table 5 lists the bounds of the system by 

its components. 

Table 5 Operational Bound of the System 

 

 Any simulated test that does not overextend the system by pushing into these 

bounds will be considered a pass and safe for operation.  Runs that do not pass this check 

will either need further investigation or be declared unsafe for operation.  Potentially the 

unsafe runs could still be conducted in the transient test facility to obtain the data from 

such failures, but any such scenario would be a special case. 

Melting Temperature Lower Bounds Upper Bounds

SS 316 at 70 % Full Value - 1171.1 [K]

Incoloy at 70% Full Value - 1260 [K]

Heat Pipes

Core Side 423 [K] 600 [K]

Radiator Side 423 [K] 600 [K]

Bounds of the System
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4.2 STELLA Model 

The STELLA model is a lumped parameter heat transport model.  It uses basic 

heat transfer methods and averaged parameters, or data, to approximate the behavior of 

the transient test facility.  STELLA is a simple object oriented time dependent program 

focused on analyzing flows.  For this thesis the flow being analyzed is the heat transfer 

between the different sections of the model.  To do this, STELLA uses basic reservoirs, 

bi-directional flows, and converters built in to its system.  The reservoirs act as data 

reservoirs or nodes.  Bi-directional flows are flows which are sign dependent and are 

used between reservoirs, as inputs, and final outputs.  Converters are the variable holders 

and flow altering controllers.  For this model converters are also used as the control 

switches for accident scenarios. 

4.2.1 Core Modeling Assumptions and Methods 

 For STELLA, reservoirs and flow paths are laid out by the user and then the code 

solves the time dependent flow of the item in question over a designated time frame.  

Like most models, the STELLA core model uses boundary conditions, but it can be 

designed to adjust these boundary conditions as a function of the model time.  The heat 

flow into the core is determined by eight controllers, one for each of the heaters, which 

control the power input through a user defined function.  The heat is then transferred to 

the heat reservoirs of the system through several standard 1D radial and planar heat 

transfer mechanisms, and eventually leaves the core through the heat pipes. 

 Various assumptions are required to model this system: 
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 The heat transfer in the axial direction is negligible in comparison to the radial 

and linear heat transfer. 

 Heat transfer to and from heat sinks and sources can be approximated using 1D 

conductive radial heat transfer. 

 The outer edges of the system have an adiabatic boundary condition. 

 

The adiabatic boundary condition on the outside of the system is used because the core 

will be well insulated, forcing most of the heat to transfer directly to the heat pipes and 

not beyond the outer edges of the simulator.  Thus, it is assumed that there is little heat 

loss due to radiation outside of the test facility in comparison to the heat transfer into the 

heat pipes.  The 1D radial heat transfer boundary condition was used to simplify the 

system. 
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Figure 19 Core Dimensions [cm]. 

 

 At the start of the STELLA simulation heat is first transferred to a heat reservoir 

for the heaters, marked as Stored Energy Heater in Figure 20.  Next, using a one 

dimensional radial heat transport equation to represent the thermal resistance of the 

heater, heat flow is determined between the wedge and the heater given their relative 

temperatures, shown as Wedge Flow in Figure 20.  Equation 1 is an example of the form 

that the thermal resistance takes in radial and planar heat transfer.  Figure 19 shows the 

dimensions used and Table 6 shows the resistances at various key locations in the 

STELLA model. 
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(1)    
  
  
  

    
 [K/W] 

(2)    
 

  
 [K/W] 

Where: R = resistance 

 r = radius or radial 

 L = length of system 

 A = cross sectional area of system 

 k = thermal conductivity 

Table 6 STELLA Resistances 

 

 Heat transfer to the heat pipes is determined in the same manner, shown as Wedge 

to HP in Figure 20.  Heat transfer between the wedges is accomplished using a one 

dimensional plane heat transfer equation with the cross sectional area between the 

wedges used as the area of interest or the plane across which heat is transferred, and is 

shown as Inter Wedge in Figure 20.  This plane type heat transfer resistance is shown in 

equation 2.  Both radial and planar resistances are used in a basic heat transfer equation 

Transfer Location Resistance [K]

Heater to Core Wedge 0.0370

Between Core Wedges HP Side 1.8182

Between Core Wedges Heater Side 1.7544

Core Wedge to Heat Pipe 0.0256

Along the HP 412.3711

HP to ECS 0.2128

Between Inner ECS Wedges Converter Side 0.9091

Between Inner ECS Wedges HP Side 0.8333

Inner ECS Wedge to Coverter 0.0909

Inner ECS Wedge to Outer ECS Wedge 0.3846

Between Outer ECS Wedges 2.2727

Outer ECS Wedge to Radiator 0.0769

Along the Radiator 533.0490

Resistances in the STELLA Model
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based on a difference in temperature between two surfaces.  Equation 3 is an example of 

this final form. 

(3)  ̇  
  

  
  [W] 

Where:  ̇ = energy in Watts 

    = temperature difference 

    = resistance of a particular type 

 

 

 In order to make these equations work, the temperature at a given sector needs to 

be known.  To obtain this temperature from the known instantaneous heat levels, a basic 

equation relating the heat energy necessary to raise a given amount of a certain material’s 

mass from a base temperature to a new temperature is needed.  Equation 4 is this 

equation.  The temperature is found using it by assuming the base temperature is 298 K.  

Then one just needs to rearrange Equation 4 to get the current temperature.  All the core’s 

material properties used is STELLA are based on averages from 600 to 700 K. 

(4)         

Where: E = Joules 

 m = mass 

    = specific heat 

    = temperature difference 
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Table 7 STELLA Property Values 

 

Combining all these equations together lets one calculate the time dependent heat 

flow between various points in the model.  Using Equation 4 one can get the current 

temperature   
 

   
     of an object in STELLA.  Using this temperature one can 

find the instantaneous heat flow between two objects with Equation 3 given the 

resistances in Table 6.  For instance, if the heat pipes in the core simulator have 56,000 J 

added to them then its current temperature is 504 K.  If the wedge beside it has 507 K 

then the energy transfer in Watts is  ̇  
       

     
         which is approximately what 

is expected at steady state for this section. 

Temperature 400 - 500 600 - 700

k [w/mK] 15.98 19.05

Cp [J/kgK] 515.5 556.5

Property Values
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Figure 20 STELLA Core Model 

4.2.2 Heat Pipe Modeling Assumptions and Methods 

 Because STELLA does not have an inherent heat pipe simulation system, 

standard heat pipe behavior is modeled instead.  To do this the heat pipes are allowed to 

heat up normally like the rest of the system and have thermal conduction along their 

length.  Once the heat pipes have reached their operating temperature any extra heat 

energy is sent along to the energy conversion system by balancing the two ends of the 

heat pipe to the same temperature.  This assumes that the heat pipes are capable of 

transferring any energy which may be imparted to them from the heater.  In reality 

however, the upper limit will need to be observed based on their construction. 
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4.2.3 Energy Conversion System Modeling Assumptions and 

Methods 

 The STELLA model uses the wedges of the ECS as nodes.  These nodes are 

energy averaged volumes which transport heat to their neighboring components.  The 

ECS section in STELLA uses the same methodology as the core simulator.  From the 

heat pipe to the first set of wedges is a radial transfer with half going to each wedge, 

shown as HP to ECS in Figure 22.  These wedges then transfer the heat to one another, 

the heat sink, and outer wedges.  The heat sink or absorber uses 1D radial heat transfer 

with the resistance halved to only receive from one wedge, shown as ECS Conversion 

Loss in Figure 22.  Transfer between wedges is approximated using 1D planar heat 

transfer, shown as ECS Inter Wedge in Figure 22. 

To transport heat to the outer wedges a 1/16 resistance using 1D radial heat 

transfer from the midpoint of the inner wedges is used out to the midpoint of the outer 

wedges, shown as ECS Wedge Transfer in Figure 22.  This midpoint to midpoint transfer 

is based on the 13.7cm diameter starting point out to the 22.1cm diameter end point in 

Figure 21.  The 1/16 comes from the 16 division of wedges in the ECS.  Outer wedges 

then transport the remaining heat to the radiator array via 1D radial heat transfer with half 

the resistance from the outer ECS to the radiator heat pipe in Figure 22.  Transfer 

between the outer wedges is the same as the inner wedges.  Radial transfer is conducted 

in the same manner as the core, and so is the plane transfer between wedges.  Exact 

dimensions are shown in Figure 21, and the resistances are shown in Table 6. 
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Figure 21 ECS Dimensions [cm]. 
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Figure 22 STELLA ECS Model. 

4.2.4 Radiator Array Modeling Assumptions and Methods 

 The STELLA radiator model is very simplistic because it assumes the radiator 

array will be designed to handle any excess heat up to at least 2000 W.  It does this by 

having the mass of the heat pipes get up to 423 K and then by dumping any extra heat, 

shown as Radiation loss in Figure 19.  Eventually the radiator will heat up to an 

operational temperature of around 450 K at steady state.  The heat is emitted by radiation 

using the current temperature of the radiator and the surface area of the radiator.  Table 8 

shows the constants used in the radiation transfer from the radiator.  Individual heat pipes 

in the radiator can also be turned off for transient analysis. 
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Table 8 Radiation Properties 

 

4.2.5 STELLA’s Nodal and Mesh Configuration 

 The STELLA model uses a very simple lumped parameter mesh and nodal 

system.  In the core simulator there are three main repeated node types, the heaters, core 

wedges, and heat pipes.  In all, the core has 32 nodes and a custom mesh.  The ECS 

section has 5 node types, the heat pipes from the core, inner wedges, absorbers, outer 

wedges, and radiator heat pipes.  In all, the ECS has 64 nodes and the same type of mesh 

as the core simulator.  Put together the system has 96 nodes and an inconsistent mesh.  

For basic systems, having lower numbers of nodes does not greatly impact the results, but 

for more complicated systems, such as the one analyzed in this thesis, errors will be 

introduced to the system which will be reflected in the results. 

4.3 SolidWorks Model 

SolidWorks is a fairly standardized 3D rendering or CAD program.  In this thesis 

it was used to generate a 3D model of the transient test facility.  Then, using the add-in 

Flow Simulation, the model was analyzed.  Flow Simulation is a heat and fluid transfer 

simulation program.  For this thesis just the conduction in solids option was used.  Flow 

Simulation also has an inherent heat pipe function that was applied to the model.  The 

outer surfaces of the model had radiation boundary conditions applied to them and heat 

sinks and sources were added to the relevant areas.  To run Flow Simulation a desired 

Emissivity 0.85

Length [m] 1.5

Area 0.7856

Radiation Properties
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time range was established and the model was analyzed using different goal plots at the 

areas of interest. 

4.3.1 Core Modeling Assumptions and Methods 

 The core simulator was fully rendered in SolidWorks in a 3D visual form as seen 

in Figures 23, 24, and 25.  The core uses a specific set of boundary conditions and 

material definitions.  Flow Simulation does not have SS 316 in its thermodynamic 

database, but material properties can be supplied so the conductance and specific heat of 

SS 316 were added as input.  The heater rods are given a heat generation rate boundary 

condition to simulate actual heater rods.  On the heat pipe side a heat loss rate can be 

used, but this system is fully coupled so the actual heat pipes are inserted. 
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Figure 23 Core in Solidworks. 

4.3.2 Heat Pipes 

 To model the heat pipe behavior in SolidWorks the operational limits had to be 

forced with boundary conditions.  This is because SolidWorks’ Flow Simulation does not 

have a temperature limit on its heat pipe function.  In order to fix this oversight, property 

values had to be manually inserted to the materials database so a solid rod would function 

in the same manner as a heat pipe.  The heat pipes were then connected to the core 

simulator and energy conversion system.  This forced method is only necessary for the 

startup scenario.  In the transient cases the inherent heat pipe function in Flow Simulation 

was used since only overheat conditions are being considered.  First a steady case state 
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was found using the boundary conditions and heat pipe method and then other transient 

cases were run by using the steady state condition as the initial conditions. 

4.3.3 Energy Conversion System 

 While the ECS will be divided up into wedges for its actual construction, for use 

in Solidworks it has been kept as a single unit.  This is because the Solidworks modeling 

software does not detect the difference.  The heat pipe simulators are directly connected 

to the ECS and then heat is allowed to conduct to the heat sinks.  These heat sinks are 

volume energy boundary conditions which are set to the user’s desired energy loss levels, 

10% for the simulations run in this thesis.  Heat then transports to the radiator and is 

absorbed into its heat pipes. 

 

Figure 24 ECS 
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4.3.4 Radiator Array 

 To model the radiator array, data for the heat pipe behavior had to be manually 

supplied to SolidWorks, as in the core to ECS heat pipe case.  The operating temperature 

of the heat pipes is from 423 to 600 K.  Over the heat pipes and fins a radiative heat loss 

boundary condition was placed.  The radiator was physically extended out until it 

stabilized at approximately 450K along most of its length.  Radiation boundary 

conditions were also placed on the heat pipes from the core and the outer surface of the 

ECS.  This was done to achieve more realistic results from the SolidWorks model for 

comparison with the estimates from the STELLA model. 

 

Figure 25 SolidWorks Radiation BC 

4.3.5 SolidWorks’ Nodal and Mesh Configuration 

 SolidWorks generates a mesh on its own and refines it based on user defined 

requirements.  For this thesis, the mesh was set to the basic level 4 to keep the simulation 

run times to a reasonable level.  Narrow channel refinement was also enabled in the 
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system and the automatic mesh refinement set to 2.  The final mesh form used in 

SolidWorks is shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 SolidWorks Mesh at Steady State 

The mesh shown in Figure 26 does not show the entire mesh however, just what is visible 

from the outside.  The systems shown in the results section usually resolved to around 

250,000 to 300,000 nodes in all.  SolidWorks uses an implicit scheme to approximate the 

surface fluxes and time dependency of the system. The surface flux approximations are 

based on the second order, implicitly treated, modified Leonard's QUICK 

approximations, and the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) method
22, 23

. 
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4.4 Comparative Analysis 

 To develop an understanding of the inherent inaccuracies in the two programs, a 

basic system was analyzed using STELLA and SolidWorks.  It is a simple cylindrical 

system that has heat generated uniformly from the center of a 1 cm diameter rod at 150 

W out to a surrounding 6 cm diameter cylinder.  The outside of the cylinder radiates heat 

out to a 273 K environment. 

The simple cylinder’s purpose is to show the differences in SolidWorks’ and 

STELLA’s handling of key heat transfer equations.  One dimensional radial transfer and 

heat radiation from a surface are the key equations.  In STELLA, the assumption of an 

insignificant axial heat profile, and the use of averaged material properties are used.  

While in SolidWorks, a basic mesh as described in section 4.3.5 is used along with a 

uniform volumetric heat flux and a radiation boundary condition.  The dimensions of the 

system used in both SolidWorks and STELLA are shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27 Cylinder Dimensions 

 

Figure 28 STELLA Cylinder Results 
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Figure 29 SolidWorks Cylinder Results 

 Figure 28 shows the STELLA results with a 150 W input calculated out to 10,000 

seconds.  While Figure 29 shows the SolidWorks results calculated out to the same time 

and using the same power input.  There is around a 30 K difference in the results.  This 

difference is probably caused by the difference in temperature dependencies and the 

existence of the axial heat profile.  The axial profile likely causes a lower overall 

temperature in the SolidWorks model because it introduces a peaking of temperature in 

the center.  A peaking is important because the radiation loss boundary condition is 

dependent on T
4

.  This means that small temperature changes drastically change the heat 

lost through radiation.  Figure 30 shows the axial profile from the SolidWorks results for 

this scenario. 
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Figure 30 Cylinder Temperature Profile 

5. Analysis of Results 

For the purpose of this thesis only certain key accident scenarios were analyzed.  This 

was done to simplify the analysis while still obtaining enough data to develop trends.  

The results for a particular case from STELLA are shown and then the SolidWorks 

results for the same case.  After the raw data is shown for both cases, the results are 

analyzed for differences and similarities between the two program’s outputs.  The two 

programs were run on two different systems so time estimates will be given at the start 

for each run referencing the particular system used.  Table 9 shows the specifications for 

the two systems used. 

Table 9 Computer Specifications 

 

Processor Ram HDD Transfer Speed OS VGA

SolidWorks AMD Phenom X6 6 Core 16 GB 6 B/s 64 Bit Win 7 AMD HD 6870

STELLA Intel Core2 Quad Core 2.4 GHz 4 GB 3 B/s 64 Bit Win 7 NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GTS

Computer Specifications
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5.1 Startup 

 Startup is modeled using 298 K as the base state for all materials.  An even input 

of 250 W per heater is used as the heat inflow to the system and a 10% conversion 

efficiency is used for the energy converters or absorbers resulting in a 25 W removal per 

absorber.  First the core is heated up to 423 K which is the operational temperature of the 

heat pipes in the core.  Before reaching 423 K the heat pipes conduct along their lengths, 

and after they function as heat pipes.  The ECS will begin to heat up at this point until the 

radiator heat pipes reach the 423 K operating temperature. The end result of these initial 

conditions is a time dependent heating of the system with the core warming up to around 

550 K and then heat being transferred out to the ECS, where the local temperature of the 

radiator heat pipes is close to 450 K. 

5.1.1 STELLA Startup 

Using the STELLA on the computer system from Table 9, this run took 

approximately 15 min to finish and 20 min to export.  The STELLA simulation was set to 

run out to 15,000 seconds. 
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Figure 31 Core Wedge Temperatures on Startup 

 In the wedges the temperature increases, as shown by Figure 31, are linear in 

nature until the radiator heat pipes turn on at around 5000 seconds.  The first linear 

change is almost a step change and is based on an instant and constant power input of 

2000 W.  In the physical system a ramped increase would probably be used instead, but a 

2000 W system is actually not all that much.  It is about the power output of a hair dryer.  

The core wedges converge to around 498 K. 
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Figure 32 Startup Heat Pipe Temperatures 

 The heat up of the system is linear in form in the model until the radiator activates 

around 5000 seconds, after which the system stabilizes to a steady state.  The heat pipes 

converge to 495 K after turning on at around 450 seconds.  The behavior in the heat pipe 

from around 450 to around 3500 seconds, seen in Figure 32, is the heat pipe bouncing 

around its heat pipe switch in the STELLA model.  A physical system would probably 

behave in a similar manner. 
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Figure 33 ECS Inner Wedge Startup Temperature 

 

Figure 34 ECS Outer Wedge Startup Temperature 
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 The ECS inner wedges converge to 468 K and the outer wedges converge to 433 

K, while the radiator converged to 428 K, as seen in Figures 33 and 34.  From 0 to around 

450 seconds is the core heating up and afterwards dumping its heat into the ECS. 

 

Figure 35 Startup Radiator Temperatures 

 Figure 35 shows the radiator heat pipes heating up from around 460 second until 

they start functioning as heat pipes at around 5000 seconds.  These results were exported 

to an excel document after the run was finished.  Then a permanent link was established 

between the steady state data from the startup scenario and the STELLA model. 

5.1.2 SolidWorks Startup 

 The SolidWorks startup model started at a 298 base temperature and was allowed 

to heat up until the operating temperature of 423 K was reached in the core simulator heat 

pipes.  Then, the results from the first step were set as the initial conditions for the second 
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step and the heat pipes in the core simulator allowed to operate.  Once the heat pipes in 

the radiator reached 423 K the results from the second step were set as the initial 

conditions for the third step and the heat pipes for the radiator were allowed to operate.  

The system was then allowed to run until it reached steady state.  It took approximately 

36 hours to run the startup case with the SolidWorks devoted computer in Table 9. 

 

Figure 36 Average Temperatures for the Heat Pipes in the Core Simulator During Startup 

 The heat pipes in Figure 36 converged to 535 K as their operating temperature.  

The fluctuations seen in Figure 36 at around 400 seconds and 5500 seconds are because 

the heat pipe function in SolidWorks does not have a lower temperature bound so it over 

cools the system.  Essentially the startup case is the sum of three different transient 

scenarios.  This was done to obtain a more realistic heating of the system during startup. 
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The system could be turned on with all of the heat pipes operational for all temperatures 

and it would eventually reach the same steady state, but it would be a non-real result and 

take a really long time. 

 

Figure 37 Wedge Temperatures in the Core Simulator During Startup 

 The core simulator’s wedge temperatures converged to 533 K for the minimum, 

540 K for the average, and 556 K for the maximum as shown in Figure 37.  This means 

that the temperature of the wedge facing the heat pipes is around 533 K at steady state 

and the heater side is around 540 K at steady state.  The fluctuations are from the core 

simulator and radiator heat pipes turning on at 300 seconds and 5000 seconds 

respectively. 
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Figure 38 Core Steady State Temperature Profile 

 The temperature distribution at steady in the core simulator can be seen in Figure 

38.  This figure shows the ballooning effect of the heat being absorbed into the wedges 

and the near uniform temperature of the heat pipes.  Physical heat pipes would likely 

have more of a temperature gradient in the wall material but the SolidWorks heat pipe 

function does not take this into account.  The heaters are approximated using a 

volumetric heat source in an Incoloy material which is why there is a temperature profile 

inside of them. 
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Figure 39 ECS Temperatures During Startup 

 The ECS average temperature converged to around 454 K and the maximum to 

around 518 K.  The ECS is at 298 K until the core simulator heat pipes turn on at around 

300 second.  Then the ECS starts to heat up and comes to a steady state after the radiator 

heat pipes turn on at around 5000 seconds.  The fluctuations shown in Figure 39 are from 

the heat pipes turning on and over-cooling the system for a short time.  The maximum 

temperatures are situated around the heat pipes from the core simulator and the minimum 

is around the radiator heat pipes in the outer ECS. 
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Figure 40 ECS Steady State Temperature Profile 

 Figure 40 is the temperature profile for the ECS at steady state.  This figure shows 

the degree of temperature change from around 430 K at the radiator to around 520 K at 

the center.  The heat pipes from the core simulator are in the center and around them are 

first the absorbers and then the radiator heat pipes.  Figure 40 also shows the uneven 

temperatures of the radiator heat pipes which shows itself in the average volume and 

surface temperatures of the radiator array. 
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Figure 41 Radiator Heat Pipe Average Temperatures During Startup 

 Figure 41 shows one heat pipe over the startup transient.  At first no heat is being 

added to the system until the core heat pipes start and heat up the ECS.   Once the 

radiator heat pipes reach 423 K they are allowed to operate and cause the fluctuation in 

Figure 36.  After everything is operational, the system slowly comes to a converged state 

at around 15,000 seconds and 432 K. 
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Figure 42 Radiator Surface Temperature Profile at Steady State 

 

Figure 43 Cross Section of System at Steady State 
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 Figure 43 depicts the whole system from the core simulator to the radiator array at 

steady state.  This shows the temperature difference along the heat pipes and out through 

the ECS.  Figure 42 shows the radiator surface temperatures and the uneven temperature 

distribution caused by the ECS’s geometry. 

5.1.3 Comparison 

The two models reached steady state at around 8000 seconds but there are some 

differences in the results of the two models.  The STELLA model does not reach the 

same operational temperatures for the system as the SolidWorks model.  For instance, the 

core wedges in the STELLA model reach 498 K while the SolidWorks core wedges reach 

540 K.  This difference of approximately 40 degrees repeats itself throughout the 

measured points of the models.  A temperature difference is expected between the two 

because STELLA is a really rough approximation of the system and SolidWorks is much 

more accurate.  However, a 40 degree difference is acceptable if it is consistent because it 

can be corrected with added constants or by altering STELLA’s material properties.  The 

time dependencies of the two models match nicely, which is a very good sign and means 

they are potentially only off in amplitude and not time. 

5.2 One Heat Pipe Lost in the Core to ECS Area 

 In this scenario one of the eight heat pipes which connect the core and ECS fails 

suddenly while operating at steady state.  This sort of accident could be caused by micro 

meteorite impact or material failures from fatigue or poor manufacturing. Steady state 

conditions are first loaded into the model from the startup case, and then a heat pipe is 

failed to observe the transient behavior of the system.  Loss of conduction along the heat 
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pipe’s length is assumed along with the loss of their heat pipe functionality.  Heat 

absorption and conduction across the heat pipe in the core simulator is maintained. 

5.2.1 STELLA One Heat Pipe Lost 

The loss of a heat pipe in STELLA is implemented by setting the transfer across 

the heat pipe to zero.  This results in a heating up of the core simulator and a cooling of 

part of the ECS while heating other parts of the ECS.  The calculation time was 

approximately 10 minutes using the STELLA computer system in Table 9. 

 

Figure 44 Temperature of Wedges in the Core Clockwise from the Heat Pipe After it Fails. 

Figure 44 shows the heating up of the core simulator’s wedges after losing one 

heat pipe in the core.  The top wedge 3 is the wedge touching the failed heat pipe in this 

scenario.  Between this wedge and the next active heat pipe is a wedge, a heater, and 

another wedge.  Wedge 4 is the wedge left of the heater and wedge 5 is to the right.  

Wedge 6 is the wedge neighboring an active heat pipe and is the most important wedge.  
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It is important because it has the most impact on the active heat pipes which can still fail 

if heated too much. 

 

Figure 45 Temperatures of the Heater Wedges as Time Progresses to the Steady State. 

 Figure 45 is the time dependent increase of the core simulator’s wedges for one 

heat pipe lost.  Each contour is one time state and the peak or grayish build up at the end 

is the steady state.  The results are arranged with respect to position as well as time, 

which shows the peaking of the temperature with time and position. 

Time Increase 
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Figure 46 Core Heat Pipe's Average Temperatures for One Heat Pipe Lost 

The heat pipes in the core heat up in an accident scenario symmetrically around 

the point of failure.  Figure 46 shows the impact drops off the further the heat pipes are 

away from the failed heat pipe 1.  The nearest operational heat pipe is the second heat 

pipe on the first side.  This heat pipe reached temperatures of 503 K which is well within 

operational limits.  Continued operation would be possible in this situation and only a 

slight decrease in energy conversion would likely occur. 
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Figure 47 ECS Inner Wedge Temperature Profile with One Heat Pipe Lost 

 Figure 47 shows the effects of the loss of one heat pipe on the inner wedges of the 

ECS when they are initially at steady state.  Where the heat pipe failed there was no 

longer a heat source in the ECS between wedges 1 and 2.  Therefore the temperatures of 

wedge 1 and 2 dropped.  In the core the heat is taken up by the neighboring heat pipes 

and the heat they impart to the ECS increases around them, as shown in Figure 47 by the 

increase in temperature for wedges 4 to 15. 
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Figure 48 Outer Wedge Temperature Profile with One Heat Pipe Lost 

 Figure 48 shows the effects of the loss of one core side heat pipe on the outer 

section of the ECS.  If one directly compares the results from the inner ECS to the outer 

ECS, a trend of decreasing impact shows itself as one gets farther from the core.  Or in 

numbers the temperature drop for the inner ECS was approximately 17 K while the outer 

ECS felt only 6 K.  The outer ECS also shows a smoothing of the impact around wedges 

4, 5, 14, and 15.  This is likely caused by heat in the wedges being balanced by 

conducting between the wedges instead of all the heat going straight out to the radiator. 
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Figure 49 Radiator Heat Pipe's Average Temperatures for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 The radiator heat pipes in Figure 49 are not greatly affected by the loss of one 

heat pipe and all but one easily stay within their operating temperatures.  This one heat 

pipe might stay semi operational as the model suggests but such behavior would need to 

be physically tested.  The facility could probably keep functioning because the radiator is 

perfectly capable of emitting the excess heat up to the maximum safe operational 

temperature of 600 K. 

5.2.2 SolidWorks One Heat Pipe Lost 

The SolidWorks model used the steady state data from the startup cases as the 

initial conditions for this case.  To run this scenario, one of the heat pipes from the core 

simulator was suppressed and the section of the heat pipe in the ECS set to not conduct.  

This effectively turns off one heat pipe and stops all conduction along its length to the 
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ECS.  Then the scenario is run out to around 3000 seconds.  This run took approximately 

10 hours on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 

 

Figure 50 Core Wedges Average Temperature for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 The temperatures in Figure 50 show a high of around 573 K around the 

nonfunctional heat pipe and 553 K around the nearest operational heat pipes.  Since 553 

is within the operational range for the heat pipes the facility can keep operating without 

risk of damage.  The system does not reach a true steady state but it does converge to a 

less than .001 temperature change over a 1 second time step. 
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Figure 51 Core Heat Pipe Average Temperature with One Heat Pipe Lost 

 Figure 51 shows that the heat pipe which failed undergoes a drastic increase in 

temperature while the active heat pipes increase by 10 K in the worst case.  The high 

operational average temperatures are 546 K which is less than the upper bound and 

means the system is safe for operation.  The other heat pipes do not undergo a drastic 

change in temperature but do heat up slightly to balance the system out. 
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Figure 52 Core Heat Pipe Maximum Temperature with One Heat Pipe Lost 

 Because the maximum and average temperatures in Figures 51 and 52 are almost 

identical for the active heat pipes so it can be assumed that a steady condition has been 

obtained.  Meaning the system is not undergoing rapid changes which can cause drastic 

temperature gradients in the heat pipe walls.  This uniform temperature could also just be 

an artifact of the SolidWorks heat pipe function. 
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Figure 53 Core Steady State Temperature Distrimution for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 The wedges behaved as expected with minimal change on the opposite side from 

the heat pipe failure.  As Figure 53 shows, heat pipes are an adaptable means of heat 

transport.  These particular heat pipes are able to remove anywhere from 1 W to 1000 W 

apiece at any temperature in their operational range.  So the heat pipes beside the failed 

heat pipe just increase in temperature by a little bit and absorb all the excess 200 W no 

longer being absorbed by the failed heat pipe.  Those further away do not even see the 

excess heat energy because it is all being absorbed by the first set of heat pipes.  The only 

reason the core simulator heats up is because in order to move that much power across 

the wedges in the failed zone, and out to the active heat pipes using conduction, a steep 

temperature gradient in required. 
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Figure 54 ECS Average Maximum for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 The effects to the ECS as shown in Figure 54 are not great.  In fact they are 

practically nonexistent.  Such would probably still be the case is thermoelectrics or 

Stirling engines were attached to the system.  2000 W is still going through the system; it 

is just shifted to the remaining active heat pipes.  So 200 W would still be removed by the 

energy converters unless they get overburdened or pushed outside their operational 

ranges. 
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Figure 55 ECS Steady State Temperature Distribution for on Heat Pipe Lost 

 The effects of losing one heat pipe in the core are shown in Figure 55 by the 

decrease in temperature around the inactive heat pipe.  Because the temperature dropped 

on one side of the internal part of the ECS, the outside will be affected.  The temperature 

of the radiator heat pipes will drop on the same side as the heat pipe failure, while the 

temperatures in the radiator to each side of the failure will increase. 
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Figure 56 Internal to the ECS Average Radiator Heat Pipes Temperatures for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 In the radiator the temperature of the heat pipe directly in line with the heat pipe 

failure decreases.  As Figure 56 shows the temperature drops down but does not go below 

the operational limit of 423 K which means the system should be able to continue 

operations.  The system did not reach a full steady state but it did converge to tolerable 

levels. 
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Figure 57 Internal to the ECS Maximum Radiator Heat Pipes Temperatures for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 The maximum temperatures in Figure 57 show that the radiator does not exceed 

the operational bounds for the facility.  Since the results did not do outside of the upper 

and lower bounds of the facility, the one heat pipe failure transient scenario is safe for 

operation.  
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Figure 58 Radiator Surface Temperature Profile for One Heat Pipe Lost 

 

 

Figure 59 Cross Section of the System at Steady State for One Heat Pipe Lost 
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 Figures 58 and 59 show the surface temperatures for the radiator and internal 

temperatures for the system at the end state for one heat pipes lost.  The radiator is not 

greatly affected by the loss of one heat pipe and is fully functional and the system 

temperature profile shows how the effects of losing one heat pipe in the core reduce as 

one gets farther from the core. 

5.2.3 Comparison 

Similar to the startup case, the biggest difference between STELLA and 

SolidWorks is their operational temperatures.  The failed heat pipe in SolidWorks Figure 

51 changes by a much greater amount than in STELLA Figure 45.  Similarly, the core 

simulator wedge temperature changes in SolidWorks are much greater than in STELLA 

around the failed wedge.  This could be caused by the way STELLA transfers heat in the 

core or the result of using averaged material properties.  However, for the areas not 

directly beside the failed wedges the temperature changes are in the same range.  The 

SolidWorks radiator exhibits some unforeseen behavior inherently because of the 

geometry of the ECS, but it is in the same range as the STELLA model and has the same 

drop in temperature for one of its heat pipes. 

5.3 Two Heat Pipes Lost in the Core to ECS Area 

 The two heat pipes lost in this scenario neighbor one another, which may be 

caused by collisions or some other form of unforeseen catastrophic incident.  This 

scenario mirrors the one heat pipe lost scenario except it shows an escalation of effects 

from the one heat pipe lost case. Loss of conduction along their length is assumed along 

with the loss of heat pipe functionality.  Heat absorption and conduction across the heat 

pipes in the core simulator is maintained. 
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5.3.1 STELLA Two Heat Pipes Lost 

In this case, two neighboring heat pipes are turned off in the STELLA model and 

the system is allowed to run out to 6000 seconds from an initial steady state.  This results 

in an increased heat up of the core simulator and its heat pipes.  The run took 

approximately 10 minutes to finish using the STELLA computer from Table 9. 

 

Figure 60 Counterclockwise Core Data for Two Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 61 Time Dependent Temperature Profile in Core for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 60 and 61 show the core simulator’s wedge temperatures through time.  

The core wedges quickly heat up by approximately 46 K from 498 K to a converged state 

of 544 within 700 seconds.  Wedges 4 and 5 are around one failed heat pipe while 

wedges 2 and 3 are around the other.  Between wedges 3 and 4 is a heater which causes 

the peaking in the middle.  The whole core increases by around 10 K but the heat pipes 

between wedges 6 and 7, and 1 and 16 bear most of the power load from the two failed 

heat pipes. 
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Figure 62 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 The heat pipes in Figure 62 undergo a 45 K increase at maximum and 10 K 

otherwise.  Heat pipe 2 is not operational and heat pipe 3 bears most of its operational 

load.  The system is not heating up beyond the heat pipe’s operational limits so the 

system is still safe for operation from the core’s perspective. 
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Figure 63 Time Dependent Temperature Profile in the Inner ECS for Two Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 64 Time Dependent Temperature Profile in the Outer ECS for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 63 and 64 show the ECS changes for two heat pipes lost.  The increases 

are 10 K for the inner ECS and 6 K for the outer ECS.  They decrease by 40 K in the 

inner ECs and 9 K in the outer ECS.  This means that the temperature increase in the 

radiator should be approximately the same as the temperature decrease.   
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Figure 65 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Two heat pipes shown in Figure 65 fail partially and bounce around their 

operating temperatures while the opposite heat pipes increase by approximately 9 K.  

This partial failure does not mean the system needs to be shut down because the other 

heat pipes have taken the extra load and are not outside operational ranges. 

5.3.2 SolidWorks Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 To run this scenario, two of the heat pipes from the core simulator were 

suppressed and the sections of the heat pipes in the ECS set to not conduct.  This 

effectively turns off two heat pipes and stops all conduction along their lengths to the 

ECS.  Then the scenario is run out to around 3000 seconds.  This run took approximately 
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10 hours on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9.

 

Figure 66 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 The core wedges, as shown in Figure 66, undergo an 80 K increase at in between 

the two failed heat pipes.  Since the system is nowhere near the minimum melting 

temperature of 1171 K, the system is safe for continued operation.  The wedges 

neighboring active heat pipes reach temperatures of around 574 K which suggests those 

heat pipes are fully operational. 
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Figure 67 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 68 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 67 and 68 show the temperatures of the heat pipes in the core when two of 

their number fail.  The failed heat pipes reach temperatures around 640 K but the two 

heat pipes closest and still operational only reach 554 K.  This is only a 20 K increase in 

temperature and is below the operational limit of 600 K.  So the system is safe for 

operation and should not see a significant loss of functionality. 
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Figure 69 Core Temperature Distribution for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 69 is the temperature profiles for the parts described in Figures 63 to 65.  

The maximum temperature reached in the core is 657 K and the four heat pipes opposite 

the failed heat pipes increase by around 10 K.  The temperature on the opposite side of 

the active heat pipe from the failed ones shows a greater increase than in the one heat 

pipe failed case, but it has very little effect on the other heat pipes. 
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Figure 70 ECS Average and Maximum Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 The ECS does not respond very much to core related accidents.  Figure 70 shows 

only a 10 K increase in the maximum, and a decrease in the average.  The decrease in 

temperature is probably because the radiator heat pipes are designed to remove more heat 

than they are getting.  Having a decrease in the temperature could lessen the effectiveness 

of thermoelectrics or Stirling engines if they were attached, which would result in a 

different converged state than the results in this section. 
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Figure 71 ECS Temperature Distribution for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 71 shows the decrease in the ECS around the two failed heat pipes.  

Similar to the one heat pipe failure case, the radiator gets imbalanced by the new 

temperature distribution in the ECS caused by the failed heat pipes.  The heat is mostly 

going to the heat radiator heat pipes opposite the failure in this case, but it does not 

exceed the heat pipe operational temperature in the ECS which means it is not likely to 

do so in the radiator. 
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Figure 72 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 73 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 72 and 73 show the radiator heat pipes and their response to two heat 

pipes being lost in the core.  None of the heat pipes exit either the upper of lower 

operational bounds.  Two of the heat pipes on the same side as the failures get close, but 

not close enough.  The other heat pipes easily take the extra heat burden and radiate it out 

to the environment. 
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Figure 74 Radiator Surface Temperatures for Two Heat Pipes Lost 

 

Figure 75 System Cross Cut for Two Heat Pipes Lost 
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 Figures 74 and 75 show the radiator surface temperature profile and the system 

temperature profile.  The radiator surface shows only a little change in its appearance and 

is not severely impacted by the loss of two core heat pipes.  The system as a whole is safe 

to operate in the transient case and gives very interesting and informative results. 

5.3.3 Comparison 

 The STELLA and SolidWorks results show the same trend of being off in the 

failure zone but being very similar for rest of the areas.  For instance the first two wedges 

from the core simulator’s center are completely off, but the third and subsequent wedges 

undergo roughly the same temperature change.  This trend is consistent and suggests that 

STELLA can be used to approximate results for the facility for a rough first brush look at 

transient scenarios. 

5.4 Three Heat Pipes Lost in the Core to ECS Area 

 Three consecutive heat pipes fail in this scenario.  The results show an increase in 

impact from the previous cases of heat pipe failures.  Loss of conduction along their 

length is assumed along with the loss of heat pipe functionality.  Heat absorption and 

conduction across the heat pipes in the core simulator is maintained. 

5.4.1 SolidWorks Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 To run this scenario, three of the heat pipes from the core simulator were 

suppressed and the sections of the heat pipes in the ECS set to not conduct.  This 

effectively turns off three heat pipes and stops all conduction along their lengths to the 

ECS.  Then the scenario is run out to around 3000 seconds.  This run took approximately 

10 hours on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 
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Figure 76 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 76 shows the core wedge temperatures for three heat pipes lost in the core.  

The top three sets of heat pipes are not directly touching an active heat pipe.  So as long 

as they do not get up to 1000 K it is acceptable to have them increase in temperature.  

The two wedges touching a heat pipe increase to 588 K which suggests that the system is 

safe for continued operation. 
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Figure 77 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 78 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 In Figures 77 and 78 the heat pipe temperatures for this scenario show an increase 

in the operational heat pipes of 30 K.  They reach at maximum 564 K and the same for 

their average.  The three other heat pipes increased by around 10 K which is the same as 

the other heat pipe loss scenarios.  This means that they are within operational bounds 

and it is safe to continue operations from the perspective of the core heat pipes. 
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Figure 79 Core Temperature Distribution for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 In comparison to the one and two heat pipes lost cases the temperature 

distribution in Figure 79 is much steeper.  The gradient around the outside operational 

heat pipe is pushing into the next wedge which suggests that as long as the heat pipe does 

not fail eventually if enough heat pipes are turned off, more than two heat pipe will be 

directly affected.  However by that point there may only be two or three heat pipes left. 
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Figure 80 ECS Average and Maximum Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 The increase in the maximum temperature, as shown in Figure 80, is expected for 

this scenario in the ECS.  Heat is being transferred only through five of the eight heat 

pipes so the ECS is imbalanced in its temperature distribution.  This imbalance would 

definitely impact energy conversion with thermoelectrics or Stirling engines.  However it 

might just shift the energy conversion to be dominant on one side instead of the uniform 

absorption in the model. 
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Figure 81 ECS Temperature Distribution for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 The temperature distribution in Figure 81 shows a severe gradient in the ECS in 

comparison to previous cases.  However, it is not exceeding upper operational bounds.  

Even the maximum temperature of 540 K will not push the radiator heat pipe above their 

operational range.  Five of the radiator heat pipes opposite the failed heat pipes are much 

colder than the other heat pipes which suggests they may drop below operational bounds. 
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Figure 82 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 83 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 82 and 83 show the radiator heat pipe’s maximum and average 

temperatures.  The five heat pipes on the same side as the heat pipe failures do indeed 

drop below the operational limits.  This means they could just bounce off of the lower 

bound as previous STELLA results suggest, or will just not operate as heat pipes.  Either 

way, the system is still safe to operate because the lower bounds are not a safety risk.  

They just exist and are a desired level to keep above. 
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Figure 84 Radiator Surface Temperatures for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 

Figure 85 System Temperature Distribution for Three Heat Pipes Lost 

 In Figure 84 the radiator surface is shown to have a decrease temperature in some 

areas and a greater polarity.  This is not a safety issue however.  In figure 85 the system is 
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shown at its operational converged state for three core heat pipes lost.  This system is safe 

for continued operation and is a good scenario for testing the behavior of heat pipes under 

higher power loads. 

5.5 Opposite Heat Pipes Fail 

 In this scenario heat pipes opposite of each other are set to fail from a steady state 

condition.  Loss of conduction along their length is assumed along with the loss of heat 

pipe functionality.  Heat absorption and conduction across the heat pipes in the core 

simulator is maintained.  Similar conditions as the one to three heat pipe scenarios would 

likely be the cause of this transient scenario. 

5.5.1 SolidWorks Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 To run this scenario, two heat pipes opposite each other in the core simulator were 

suppressed and the sections of the heat pipes in the ECS set to not conduct.  This 

effectively turns off three heat pipes and stops all conduction along their lengths to the 

ECS.  Then the scenario is run out to around 3000 seconds.  This run took approximately 

10 hours on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 
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Figure 86 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 86 shows a blend of the one heat pipe lost results and the two heat pipes 

lost results.  The high wedge temperatures are approximately the same as with the one 

heat pipe lost scenario but raised by the baseline of the two heat pipes lost scenario.  

Meaning the whole system increased by 10 K like in the two heat pipes lost scenario 

instead of the 5 K for the one heat pipe lost scenario.  The operational bound are not 

exceed and the system should be safe to operate from the core wedge’s perspective. 
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Figure 87 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 88 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 87 and 88 show the same trend as the wedges in Figure 86.  The heat 

pipes do not go beyond or below the operational limits.  In comparison to the two heat 

pipes lost scenario, this one is much safer because the heat pipes do not reach 

temperatures as high.  This is because four heat pipes are carrying the burden of the 

excess power instead of just two. 
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Figure 89 Core Temperature Distribution for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 The wedges on the opposite side of the nearest active heat pipes to the failure 

show an increase in temperature in Figure 89.  In previous cases these wedges did not 

change much.  This change is a good thing though, it lets the system spread out the power 

load and keeps individual heat pipes from getting too hot.  The result is a safe system 

capable of continued operations and an example of the adaptable nature of heat pipes. 
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Figure 90 ECS Average and Maximum Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 Because the temperature profile in the core heat pipes is more evenly spread, the 

ECS results in Figure 90 is very stable.  It does not go through a drastic temperature 

change and the only fluctuations are artifacts of the SolidWorks program.  Energy 

converters such as thermoelectrics and Stirling engines would not be severely affected 

and could continue operations as is. 
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Figure 91 ECS Temperature Distribution for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 The general temperature profile in the ECS is shown in Figure 91.  In it the 

cooling of the radiator heat pipes is evident along with the heating of the radiator heat 

pipes in other areas.  This will cause an uneven distribution in the radiator, but the upper 

operational temperatures are not exceeded.  The cooling may cause some of the radiator 

heat pipes to drop below their operating temperatures, but the radiator can still function 

with two heat pipes lost. 
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Figure 92 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 93 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 As suspected, the two heat pipes opposite the failed heat pipes from the core have 

dropped in temperature in Figures 92 and 93.  However, they do not go below their 

operating temperature range.  Some temperature increase is shown in the radiator heat 

pipes as well, but it does not exceed the operating temperatures of the heat pipes.  So, the 

radiator will continue to operate safely as it was designed to, and the facility will not need 

to be shut down. 
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Figure 94 Radiator Array for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 

 

Figure 95 Cross Section Cut Plot for Opposite Heat Pipes Lost 
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 Figures 94 and 95 show the radiator surface temperatures and the system 

temperatures.  The radiator is safely within operational temperatures and shows the 

expected, but not harmful, variation in its heat pipe temperatures.  The system 

temperature profile suggests that the system in its current status is fully capable of safely 

continuing operations.  An opposite heat pipes lost test scenario is safe to run in the 

transient test facility. 

5.6 Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 This scenario has two heat pipes in the core simulator fail from steady state like in 

the opposite case.  However these heat pipes will only have one active heat pipe between 

them to see if the operating heat pipe gets heated up out of its operational limits.  Loss of 

conduction along their length is assumed along with the loss of heat pipe functionality.  

Heat absorption and conduction across the heat pipes in the core simulator is maintained.  

Similar conditions as the one to three heat pipe scenarios would likely be the cause of this 

transient scenario. 

5.6.1 SolidWorks Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 To run this scenario, two heat pipes separated by one operational heat pipe in the 

core simulator were suppressed and the sections of the heat pipes in the ECS set to not 

conduct.  This effectively turns off the two heat pipes and stops all conduction along their 

lengths to the ECS.  Then the scenario is run out to around 3000 seconds.  This run took 

approximately 10 hours on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 
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Figure 96 Average or Wedge Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 This scenario is one of the worst cases the heat pipes in the core could be exposed 

to.  As seen in Figure 96 at the top two rows, the wedges in the core are hottest around 

the failed heat pipes.  However the third set is the wedges around the active heat pipe 

between the failed ones.  These edges are approximately 570 K which is higher than any 

other active heat pipe touching wedge in the previous cases.  570 K is not above the 

operational limit of 600 K so the heat pipes are not likely to exceed the operational limits. 
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Figure 97 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 98 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 97 and 98 are the core heat pipe temperatures for staggered heat pipes lost.  

The top two heat pipes are the failed one and the next highest is the one between them.  

Its maximum temperature is around 558 K, which is below the operational limit.  This 

means the system is safe to operate in the core.  If more heat pipes fail around this one 

then the temperature might be exceeded, but it might be required that all of the heat pipes 

fail to achieve this. 
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Figure 99 Core Temperature Profile for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 The difference in temperature between the top center heat pipe and the center 

right and left heat pipes is shown in figure 99.  Even though the top heat pipe does heat 

up more than the center pane heat pipes, it is not more than 10 K.  This is because after 

heat up to a certain point the gradient between it and the failed heat pipes is less than the 

gradient for the center plane heat pipes.  Thus less heat is moving toward the top heat 

pipe which stops its temperature increase.  This means that the system is safe to operate 

and the loss of at least another two heat pipes could probably be tolerated. 
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Figure 100 ECS Average and Maximum Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 Similar to the opposite and two neighboring heat pipes lost scenarios, the ECS 

does not undergo a drastic change in its average.  However, Figure 100 shows that the 

maximum does increase by about 10 K.  The system as a whole is stable though and other 

energy conversion system would not be any more affected than in the previously 

mentioned cases. 
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Figure 101 ECS Temperature Profile 

 The temperature distribution of the ECS, as seen in Figure 101, is uneven around 

the points of failure.  The radiator heat pipes in line with the failures have cooled down, 

and the heat pipe in line with the top one has heated up.  Radiator heat pipe opposite the 

failure also increased in temperature.  This will cause an imbalance in the radiator, but 

the operational temperatures limits are not being breached.  Thus the system is safe to 

continue operations. 
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Figure 102 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 103 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 102 and 103 backup Figure 101’s uneven temperature distribution by 

showing the major drop of six heat pipes and the increase of seven others.  None of the 

heat pipes in the radiator are dropping below or increasing above the operational limits.  

The top heat pipe does not fully converge which means this scenario should be run again 
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in future work, but following previous trends it is unlikely to increase by more than 2 K 

before converging. 

 

Figure 104 Radiator Temperature Profile for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 105 System Cross Cut Temperature Profile for Staggered Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 104 and 105 show the radiator and system temperature profiles for this 

scenario.  The radiator shows the imbalance expected but it is not severe enough to halt 

operations.  As a system the temperatures are stable and safe for operation.  The 

staggered heat pipe lost scenario is safe to run, as far as SolidWorks in concerned. 

5.7 One Absorber Lost 

The one absorber lost scenario occurs when one of the energy converters or 

absorbers in the ECS fail.  This simulates the loss of an energy converter such as a 

thermoelectric device in a reactor design which could be caused by an impact or material 

fatigue of in system.  The main goal of this scenario is to see the impact such a loss has 

on the heat balance of the system.  Loss of absorption potential is assumed for this 

scenario, but conduction through and past the absorber is maintained. 
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5.7.1 SolidWorks Absorber Lost 

To turn off an absorber in SolidWorks, the heat sink boundary condition placed 

on the absorber plugs is reduced to seven plugs instead of eight.  Then the heat sink 

boundary is reduced by 25 W to 175 W in total across the remaining seven plugs. Then 

the scenario is run out to around 5000 seconds.  This run took approximately 20 hours on 

the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 

 

Figure 106 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 
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 The loss of one absorber does not greatly affect the system.  Figure 106 appears to 

not be converged, but it actually is changing only a few degrees over several hours. 

Eventually the system would go to steady state, but it would probably take around 15,000 

seconds to capture the behavior.  The impact of the loss is still observable with these 

results however.  Wedge temperatures spread out around the point of failure similar to 

how the ECS and radiator reacted in previous scenarios.  The whole core increases by 

about 9 K and is safe to operate. 

 

Figure 107 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 
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Figure 108 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 

 Similar to the wedges, the heat pipes in Figures 107 and 108 are not greatly 

affected by the loss of one absorber.  They all increase by about 6 K with the maximum 

at around 541 K.  This is below the upper operational limits and means the system is safe 

to operate. 
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Figure 109 Core Simulator Temperature Profile for One Absorber Lost 

 The core temperature profile in Figure 109 is fairly uniform for this scenario.  

There is not a temperature spike as seen in heat pipe lost scenarios and the difference in 

temperature for different heat pipes is almost indistinguishable.  Similarly, the radiator 

should see minimal impact.  From the core’s perspective, the system is safe for operation. 
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Figure 110 Average and Maximum ECS Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 

 As expected from the core results, the ECS temperature profile in Figure 110 is 

not greatly affected.  The temperature goes up by a small amount, roughly the same as the 

core’s temperature increase.  Similarly the radiator should increase in temperature.  From 

the ECS’s perspective the system is safe for operation. 
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Figure 111 ECS Temperature Profile for One Absorber Lost 

 The effects shown in Figure 111 on the ECS from the loss of an absorber is very 

small.  There is a slight heating of the radiator heat pipes, but because the absorber was 

not removing very much heat from the system, major fluctuations do not occur. 
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Figure 112Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 
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Figure 113 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Absorber Lost 

 Figures 112 and 113 are not fully steady state, but they have converged because 

the temperature increased by little over 4 K in over an hour and a half.  As expected, the 

heat pipe in line with the failed ECS increased in temperature more than the other heat 

pipes.  As a whole they will probably increase by 6 K when they reach steady state.  The 

system is safe to operate from the radiator heat pipe’s perspective. 
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Figure 114 Radiator Temperature Profile for One Absorber Lost 
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Figure 115 System Temperature Profile for One Absorber Lost 

 From Figures 114 and 115, the system can be determined as safe to operate for the 

one absorber lost scenario.  This scenario needs further analysis, but the general results of 

future runs will probably not be very different from the current ones. 

5.8 One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

The loss of one radiator heat pipe is not a large concern from a safety 

consideration, but such a loss is more likely than other losses in space because of the 

radiator’s size which increases the probability of collisions.  Loss of heat pipe 

functionality is assumed in this scenario, but conduction along the length is preserved 

along with the connection to the fins. 
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5.8.1 STELLA One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

In the STELLA model, the loss of one radiator heat pipe is simulated by turning 

off heat pipe functionality for one heat pipe in the radiator.  This run took approximately 

15 minutes to finish using the STELLA computer from Table 9 and was run out to 10,000 

seconds. 

 

Figure 116 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 
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Figure 117 Heater Wedge Temperatures Through Time for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The core wedges shown in Figures 116 and 117 go through a 6 K increase on 

average with a band of around 3 K.  This shows that the loss of one heat pipe in the 

radiator does not have a significant impact upon the core.  The temperature distribution is 

fairly smooth in Figure 117 because the differences between the wedges are not very 

great. 
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Figure 118 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The core heat pipes in Figure 118 undergo the same sort of change as the wedges 

in the core.  They all increase by around 5 K and the maximum is around 502 K.  This is 

well below the upper operational limit for the system ad suggests that the system is safe 

to operate. 
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Figure 119 Average Inner ECS Wedge Temperatures Through Tie for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 
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Figure 120 ECS Outer Wedge Average Temperature Through Time for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 Around the point of failure in Figures 119 and 120 the temperature change is 

greatest.  The closer one gets to the point of failure the less time the system has had to 

conduct the effects out across the entirety of the system.  Thus the outer ECS sees the 

most peaking in the STELLA model so far.  The temperature increase in the inner ECS is 

7 K and in the outer ECS it is 13 K.  Neither increase is a real cause for concern because 

they do not exceed the system operational limits. 
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Figure 121 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The one heat pipe that failed increased in temperature by around 19 K to 447 K in 

Figure 121.  This is within the operational limits of the system and suggests that the 

system is safe to operate with one heat pipe in the radiator lost. 

 

5.8.2 SolidWorks One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

Turning off one radiator heat pipe in SolidWorks was accomplished by 

suppressing one heat pipe in the radiator.  This allows the heat pipe to behave as a 

conducting lump of steel instead of a heat pipe.  It took approximately 24 hours to run 

this scenario out to 8000 seconds on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 
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Figure 122 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The core wedges in Figure 122 increase by about 8 K from their steady state.  

This suggests that the loss of one radiator heat pipe does not greatly affect the core.  The 

range of temperatures for the core wedges is 2 K and the maximum is around 548 K.  

Similar to previous cases, this is not fully steady state, but it is converged.  The system is 

safe to operate from the core’s perspective. 
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Figure 123 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 
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Figure 124 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The core heat pipes in Figures 123 and 124 increase by 9 K on average and reach 

a maximum of around 544 K.  This means that the entire system is increasing in 

temperature, but not by enough to severely damage itself.  The core heat pipes do not 

approach the system’s limits of failure and are safe to operate under these conditions. 
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Figure 125 Core Temperature Profile for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 A near perfectly uniform temperature profile, as shown in Figure 125, is a good 

sign that the system is stable.  The core is not under any sever stress and the heat pipes ar 

not near their point of failure.  Only the top heat pipe is slightly elevated in temperature, 

but only by a few degrees.  This is very close to the profile shown in the startup steady 

state scenario. 
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Figure 126 Average and Maximum ECS Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The maximum temperature increase in Figure 126 is around 10 K while the 

average goes up by about 8 K.  This increase will not greatly affect any of the energy 

conversion systems which might be installed in the system.  There might be a small 

decrease in energy conversion because the radiator is increasing in temperature more than 

the core, which will lessen the temperature gradient.  The system is safe however and the 

greatest temperature shift is seen in the radiator. 
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Figure 127 ECS Temperature Profile for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 Figure 127 shows the increase in temperature of the failed radiator heat pipe.  

Those heat pipes adjacent to the failed one also increase in temperature, but none are 

going beyond the operational limits inside the ECS.  Because of the temperature 

imbalance induced in the ECS, the radiator will also be imbalanced.  However the system 

should still be safe. 
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Figure 128 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 
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Figure 129 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 The one radiator heat pipe which failed is shown as increasing in temperature in 

Figures 128 and 129.  The maximum increase is to around 452 K which is within 

operational limits.  Heat pipes adjacent to the failed one also increased in temperature but 

they maxed out at 445 K and 443 K.  Overall, the radiator is not severely affected by the 

loss of one heat pipe and can continue operations. 
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Figure 130 Radiator Temperature Profile for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 
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Figure 131 System Cross Cut Temperature Profile for One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost 

 Figures 130 and 131 show the radiator and system temperatures for this scenario.  

The radiator in Figure 129 shows the one failed heat pipe decreasing in temperature 

drastically along its length.  This is because the only method of heat transfer is has is 

conduction so radiation loss will remove most of the heat from the pipe before more can 

be added to it.  The heat pipes adjacent to the failed one are fully capable of taking the 

extra heat load however.  Losing one radiator heat pipe as a transient scenario is an 

acceptable and safe scenario in the transient test facility. 

5.8.3 Comparison 

The loss of one heat pipe in the radiator did not severely impact the temperatures 

of the core simulator’s wedges or heat pipes.  On average the STELLA and SolidWorks 

model results show a 7 to 9 K temperature change with a 2 to 3 K range of temperatures.  
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The ECS and radiator were more severely impacted however.  SolidWorks shows an 8 K 

temperature change in the ECS average and a 10 K change in the maximum.  The 

STELLA model shows similar increases but to a slightly lesser degree.  The greatest 

impact is in the radiator, which increases by approximately 20 K in the ECS at the failed 

heat pipe.  Both the STELLA and SolidWorks programs reached the same general results 

which add credence to the STELLA model. 

5.9 One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

One bank of radiator heat pipes is four neighboring heat pipes or one fourth the 

total number of heat pipes in the radiator.  The purpose of this scenario is to determine 

the impact of the radiator on the core simulator.  Such a loss could be caused by an 

impact in space or a small cascade loss of heat pipes after the materials have fatigued to a 

significant degree.  Loss of heat pipe functionality is assumed in this scenario, but 

conduction along the length is preserved along with the connection to the fins. 

5.9.1 SolidWorks Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

Turning off four radiator heat pipes in SolidWorks was accomplished by 

suppressing them.  This allows the heat pipes to behave as conducting lumps of steel 

instead of a heat pipes.  It took approximately 28 hours to run this scenario out to 10,000 

seconds on the SolidWorks computer in Table 9. 
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Figure 132 Average Core Wedge Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 In this scenario the core wedges undergo a much greater temperature change than 

in the one radiator heat pipe lost scenario.  The maximum increase is around 562 K and 

the range is close to 7 K.  The operational limits are not exceeded however, so the system 

should be safe to operate from the core’s perspective.  Temperature ranges seen in Figure 

132 are caused by symmetrical proximity to the points of failure in the radiator.  Such 

ranges should get wider as one gets closer to the points of failure. 
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Figure 133 Average Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 134 Maximum Core Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figure 133 and 134 show the core heat pipes increasing in temperature to a 

maximum of around 558 K with a range of about 8 K.  The range is higher than for the 

wedges in Figure 132 but the maximum temperature of the system can only decrease the 

farther away one gets from the heaters.  This is because of the temperature gradients 

required to drive conduction.  At these temperatures the heat pipes are safe to operate. 
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Figure 135 Core Simulator Temperature Profile for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 The effects of the failed heat pipes in the radiator can be seen in the top right heat 

pipes in Figure 135.  A shape similar to the two consecutive core heat pipes lost scenario 

is apparent, but the temperatures are much less severe.  This suggests that the four 

radiator heat pipe lost scenario is the mirror of the two consecutive heat pipes lost 

scenario.  Though losing five heat pipes in the radiator might be a closer mirror. 
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Figure 136 ECS Average and Maximum Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 The entire ECS increases in temperature in Figure 136.  The maximum increases 

by about the same amount as the average.  Any energy conversion systems would be 

greatly affected by this shift because the temperature gradients which power them have 

reduced in slope.  They would still operate however, just with a lowered electrical energy 

output. 
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Figure 137 ECS Temperature Profile for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 The top four hot radiator heat pipes in Figure 137 are the one which have failed.  

Neighboring heat pipes have increased in temperature to handle the extra heat load, but 

none are above the operational limits in the ECS.  The ECS is safe to operate even under 

this severe transient scenario. 
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Figure 138 Average Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 139 Maximum Radiator Heat Pipe Temperatures for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 The central failed radiator heat pipes increase to around 488 K in Figures 139 and 

138.  Outer failed radiator heat pipes increased to about 482 K and 478 K.  The heat pipes 

which took on the extra heat load increased to around 459 K and 453 K.  These 

temperatures are well within the operational limits of the heat pipes.  So, the radiator heat 

pipes are also safe to operate under this transient scenario. 
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Figure 140 Radiator Temperature Profile for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 
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Figure 141 System Temperature Profile for One Bank of Radiator Heat Pipes Lost 

 Figures 140 and 141 show the temperatures of the radiator and the system as a 

whole.  The radiator undergoes severe temperature differences because of the failed heat 

pipes.  Near the ECS the failed heat pipes peak in temperature because they cannot 

conduct the heat out to the array fast enough.  The low temperatures in the array are 

because conduction is slower than radiation in this case.  The system as a whole is safe to 

operate however, and the one bank of radiator heat pipes lost scenario is a success. 
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6. Discussion 

The STELLA and SolidWorks models have several key differences in their 

results.  Most of these differences can be explained and justified while others are errors in 

the programs.  These differences are. 

 Startup steady state temperatures. 

 Temperature changes at the point of failure. 

 Radiator temperature levels. 

The differences in the radiator temperature levels during radiator heat pipe failures are 

the only differences which cannot be justified by how the two programs function. 

 The startup steady state temperature differences are caused by the inherent 

inaccuracy in the STELLA model.  By using 1D radial conduction at the radiuses 

indicated in Figure 19, the heat is assumed to transfer at its highest rate.  This is not the 

case in real life; instead the heat will be transferred uniformly out to the wedge and form 

into an oval transfer distribution as seen in Figure 38.  The slower and broader heat 

transfer region used in the SolidWorks model allows more heat to be absorbed into the 

wedges, therefore increasing the temperature of the core simulator.  Because the 

temperature of the wedges increases, the steady state temperature of the core simulator’s 

heat pipes also increase.  However, the farther away from the core one gets the less 

impact the failure has on the system because the STELLA model does a better job of 

approximating the heat transfer in the ECS than in the Core simulator.  This can be seen 

at the radiator where the heat pipe operational temperatures are very close to each other 

for both programs. 
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 In the cases covered by STELLA and SolidWorks the STELLA model proved to 

be accurate for the components away from the points of failure.  The trends developed by 

the one and two core heat pipes lost cases show that the STELLA model is consistent and 

the one radiator lost scenario showed that under less drastic temperature changes the 

STELLA model is almost as accurate as the SolidWorks model. 

 The temperature change data suggests that corrective measures can be made in 

STELLA to make it more accurate for all cases by either altering the material properties 

or using a corrective constant.  If the STELLA results are consistently off by the same 

amount from the SolidWorks results, then the STELLA results can be shifted by a 

correction constant.  This constant would increase the temperatures to similar operational 

levels as SolidWorks.  Alternatively, the thermal properties of the STELLA model could 

be adjusted to accommodate for the temperature change discrepancies.  This could be 

done by increasing the temperature dependence of the material properties, and using 

custom values for the material properties which would compensate for the STELLA 

model’s inherent inaccuracy. 

 The behavior of the heat pipes in the SolidWorks model show a great resilience to 

failure.  This resilience is especially clear in the staggered heat pipe loss case.  Even 

though the two heat pipes on either side of an operational heat pipe to it failed the middle 

heat pipe stayed well within operational limits as shown in Figures 96 to 99.  This 

suggests that when a nuclear reactor is used as the power source and a heat pipe fails 

causing a heat up of the core, the remaining heat pipes will easily remain within 

operational temperatures as long as the total power in the system is not large.  Meaning 

that unless a catastrophic failure of the heat pipes from inside the core or radiator occurs, 
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the system would still be able to affectively remove heat from the core.  However, there 

would be a loss of electrical conversion and therefore loss of functionality in the 

electronics of a space reactor system. 

 Another interesting result from the SolidWorks model is an uneven temperature 

profile in the radiator.  The cause of this is probably the geometry of the ECS and its 

energy converters.  Every fourth heat pipe is cooler than its neighbors.  The cause of this 

might be the mating method used in SolidWorks.  When the skirt was matted to the 

radiator, there might have been an infinitesimal gap left between the two, which would 

impede conductance to the skirt at the ends of the radiator.  This variance does not greatly 

impact the system but it would be an important consideration if one wishes to build a 

radiator for a space probe or some other such device, and it is not just an artifact of the 

SolidWorks program. 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

STELLA functions adequately as a rough and quick first estimate for the general 

temperature changes and time dependencies of the transient test facility under transient 

scenarios.  It can be used to identify scenarios which might cause severe problems for the 

test facility and suggest the need for a scenario to be further analyzed using a more 

detailed program such as SolidWorks to obtain more detailed results.  The SolidWorks 

program functioned well and gave results which are very interesting and appear to be 

accurate.  As Table 10 shows, all the transient scenarios analyzed appear to be safe to 

operate based on the results from STELLA and SolidWorks. 
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Table 10 List of the Results

 

To further validate the transient test facility as a viable and useful facility, several 

things need to be done.  First, a more in-depth design process, with every component 

accounted for and priced out, needs to be conducted.  Ideally, the actual transient 

behaviors for the individual heat pipes would be tested before building the facility, giving 

empirical data for use in the models.  Use of a liquid nitrogen cooled vacuum chamber to 

approximate the environment of space needs to be examined, as well as the use of energy 

converters, such as a Stirling engine, within the transient test facility.  Also, the ECS 

physical heat removal mechanism needs to be fully defined and proven through modeling 

and physical tests. 

  Further refining the models to better estimate the facility’s responses under 

transient scenarios is also a future goal.  The SolidWorks model could use more accurate 

geometry for the heat pipes and could be used to test more scenarios.  STELLA needs 

Material Limits Lower Bound Upper Bound Safe for Operation?

Startup    yes

One Core Heat Pipe Lost    yes

Two Core Heat Pipes Lost    yes

Three Core Heat Pipes Lost N/a N/a N/a N/a

Opposite Core Heat Pipes Lost N/a N/a N/a N/a

Staggered Core Heat Pipes Lost N/a N/a N/a N/a

One Absorber Lost N/a N/a N/a N/a

One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost    yes

Four Radiator Heat Pipes Lost N/a N/a N/a N/a

Material Limits Lower Bound Upper Bound Safe for Operation?

Startup    yes

One Core Heat Pipe Lost    yes

Two Core Heat Pipes Lost    yes

Three Core Heat Pipes Lost    yes

Opposite Core Heat Pipes Lost    yes

Staggered Core Heat Pipes Lost    yes

One Absorber Lost    yes

One Radiator Heat Pipe Lost    yes

Four Radiator Heat Pipes Lost    yes

SolidWorks Results

STELLA Results

Results Analysis
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further refinement to give more accurate results.  A different program such as STAR-

CCM or FLUENT could be used to model the system instead of SolidWorks.  Such 

programs may give a more detailed result but would likely be more computationally 

expensive in time. 
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